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ON THE ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF THE DIMENSION OF
SPACES OF HARMONIC FUNCTIONS WITH POLYNOMIAL
GROWTH
XIAN-TAO HUANG
Abstract. Suppose (Mn, g) is a Riemannian manifold with nonnegative Ricci curva-
ture, and let hd(M) be the dimension of the space of harmonic functions with polynomial
growth of growth order at most d. Colding and Minicozzi proved that hd(M) is finite.
Later on, there are many researches which give better estimates of hd(M). We study the
behavior of hd(M) when d is large in this paper. More precisely, suppose that (M
n, g)
has maximal volume growth and has a unique tangent cone at infinity, then when d is
sufficiently large, we obtain some estimates of hd(M) in terms of the growth order d, the
dimension n and the the asymptotic volume ratio α = limR→∞
Vol(Bp(R))
Rn
. When α = ωn,
i.e., (Mn, g) is isometric to the Euclidean space, the asymptotic behavior obtained in
this paper recovers a well-known asymptotic property of hd(R
n).
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1. Introduction
Suppose (Mn, g) is a noncompact complete n-dimensional manifold. (Throughout this
paper, we always assume n ≥ 2.) We fix a point p ∈ M , and denote by ρ(x) = d(x, p).
For a d > 0, we consider the linear space:
Hd(M) = {u ∈ C
∞(M) | ∆u = 0, u(p) = 0, |u(x)| ≤ K(ρ(x)d + 1) for some K}
and denote by hd(M) = dimHd(M).
There are many researches on polynomial growth harmonic functions on manifolds with
nonnegative Ricci curvature.
Yau [48] proved that any positive harmonic function on complete manifolds with non-
negative Ricci curvature is constant. In [8], Cheng further proved that on such manifolds
any harmonic function of sublinear growth must be constant.
On the other hand, it is well-known that hd(R
n) ∼ 2(n−1)!d
n−1 as d→∞.
In view of these results, Yau conjectured that on a manifold (Mn, g) with non-negative
Ricci curvature it always holds hd(M) <∞.
Li and Tam solved the case for d = 1 and the case n = 2 of this conjecture (see [39]
[40]). Yau’s conjecture was completely solved by Colding and Minicozzi in [12]. Later on,
there are many researches which give better estimates of hd(M).
For example, a more precise upper bound for the dimension was obtained:
Theorem 1.1 (see [14], [36]). If (Mn, g) has nonnegative Ricci curvature, then there exists
a constant C = C(n) > 0 such that hd(M) ≤ Cd
n−1 for all d ≥ 1.
Note that the power n− 1 in Theorem 1.1 is sharp compared to the Euclidean case.
The example given by Donnelly (see [20]) shows that we can not expect hd(M
n) ≤
hd(R
n) holds for every d and every (Mn, g) with nonnegative Ricci curvature.
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On the other hand, in Colding and Minicozzi’s paper [14], they proved that if (Mn, g)
has nonnegative Ricci curvature then
hd(M) ≤ C1αd
n−1 + C2f(d
n−1),
where α is the asymptotic volume ratio; C1 and C2 are positive constants depending only
on n; the function f : R+ → R+ also depends only on n and satisfies f(t) ≤ t and
limt→∞
f(t)
t = 0. See Theorem 0.26 in [14].
In the case that (Mn, g) has nonnegative sectional curvature, Li and Wang proved that
limd→∞ d
−n
∑d
i=1 hi−1(M) ≤
2α
n!ωn
and lim infd→∞ d
1−nhd(M) ≤
2α
(n−1)!ωn
, where α is the
asymptotic volume ratio, ωn is the volume of a unit ball in the n-dimensional Euclidean
space. See Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.3 of [37]. Note that in the case that α = ωn,
i.e. (Mn, g) is isometric to the Euclidean space, the above two inequalities are in fact
equalities.
From the theorems in [14] and [37], it seems that the behavior of hd(M) becomes better
when d is large, and the better bound of hd(M) has some relations to the asymptotic
volume ratio α.
In this paper, we also study asymptotic properties of hd(M) when M has nonnegative
Ricci curvature. The following theorem is our main result.
Theorem 1.2. Suppose (Mn, g) is a complete manifold with nonnegative Ricci curvature
and maximal volume growth, i.e. there is a constant α ∈ (0, ωn] such that
α = lim
r→∞
Vol(Bp(r))
rn
.
Assume that M has a unique tangent cone at infinity. Denote by hd = dimHd(M). Then
we have
lim
d→∞
d−n
d∑
i=1
hi−1 =
2α
n!ωn
,(1.1)
and
lim inf
d→∞
d1−nhd =
2α
(n − 1)!ωn
.(1.2)
As a corollary, we have
Corollary 1.3. Let (Mn, g) be a complete manifold with nonnegative Ricci curvature.
Suppose that (Mn, g) has maximal volume growth and has a unique tangent cone at infinity,
then the following three conditions are equivalent:
(1) limd→∞ d
−n
∑d
i=1 hi−1 =
2
n! ;
(2) limd→∞ d
1−nhd =
2
(n−1)! ;
(3) (Mn, g) is isometric to the Euclidean space.
Theorem 1.2 improves the results in Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.3 of [37] in two
aspects. Firstly, the assumption that the manifold has nonnegative sectional curvature
has been weakened. Secondly, we obtain equalities in (1.1) and (1.2), while in [37], the
conclusions are some inequalities.
The proof in [37] considers the level sets of the distance function d(p, ·). The nonneg-
ative sectional curvature assumption and the smooth structure are used to control some
quantities such as the eigenvalues of the level sets and the restriction of harmonic functions
on the level sets. In addition, Weyl’s law on smooth manifolds is used in [37].
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In the present paper, we combine Li and Wang’s proof ([37]), Cheeger-Colding’s theory
(see e.g. [10], [11]) and the recent development in RCD theory to prove Theorem 1.2.
If (Mn, g) is a complete manifold with nonnegative Ricci curvature and maximal volume
growth, from Cheeger and Colding’s theory, every tangent cone at infinity of Mn is a
metric cone. However, in general, the tangent cones may be not unique; they depend on
the sequences of scales used to blow down the manifold, see [43], [11] for examples. For
manifolds with nonnegative sectional curvature, the tangent cone at infinity is unique.
There are other sufficient conditions to ensure uniqueness of tangent cone for manifold
with nonnegative Ricci curvature and maximal volume growth, see e.g. [15].
For a manifold (Mn, g) with nonnegative Ricci curvature and maximal volume growth,
its asymptotically conic property makes the harmonic functions with polynomial growth
on it behave like harmonic functions with polynomial growth on a cone. This idea has
impact on many works, see [13], [14], [19], [47], [29], [31] etc.
Let’s mention that, in [19], for a manifold (Mn, g) with nonnegative Ricci curvature,
maximal volume growth and unique tangent cone at infinity, it is proved that hd(M) ≥
Cdn−1, where the constant C depends on n and the asymptotic volume ratio. See also
[47] and [31] for related researches.
Before we going on introducing the main steps of our proof, let’s give a brief introduction
on the study of RCD theory.
Using the theory of optimal transport, Lott, Villani ([41]) and Sturm ([44] [45]) inde-
pendently introduced the CD(K,N)-condition, which is a notion of ‘Ricci bounded from
below by K ∈ R and dimension bounded above by N ∈ [1,∞]’ for general metric measure
spaces. Later on, Bacher and Sturm ([7]) introduced reduced curvature-dimension condi-
tion CD∗(K,N). For N ∈ [1,∞), both the CD(K,N) condition and CD∗(K,N) condition
are compatible with the Riemannian case. These two conditions are both stable under
the measured Gromov-Hausdorff convergence. In particular, measured Gromov-Hausdorff
of manifolds with a uniform lower Ricci curvature bound (‘Ricci-limit spaces’ for short)
are both CD(K,N) spaces and CD∗(K,N) spaces. However, both the class of CD(K,N)
spaces and the class of CD∗(K,N) spaces are too large in the sense that they both include
Finsler geometries.
Ambrosio, Gigli and Savare´ ([6]) introduced the notion of RCD(K,∞) spaces (see also
[1] for the simplified axiomatization), which rules out Finsler geometries, while retaining
the stability properties under measured Gromov-Hausdorff convergence. Later on, many
researchers began to considered the RCD∗(K,N) spaces (for the case of N < ∞), see [5]
[21] [23] etc. To be precise, a RCD∗(K,N) space (X, d,m) is a CD∗(K,N) space such that
the Sobolev space W 1,2(X) is a Hilbert space.
In the recent years there are too many important developments on the RCD∗ theory
so that we cannot list them here. Comparing to the properties hold only on manifolds
or Ricci-limit spaces, the results obtained on general RCD∗(K,N) spaces are ‘intrinsic’
in the sense that their proofs do not depend on the smooth structure. In addition, many
recent results on RCD∗(K,N) spaces supplement the knowledge on manifolds or Ricci-
limit spaces.
On the other hand, there are also many results in Cheeger-Colding’s theory which seem
hard to be generalized to general RCD∗(K,N) spaces. For example, it is unknown whether
the ‘almost volume cone implies almost metric cone’ properties (see [10]) and the structure
theory for Gromov-Hausdorff limit of non-collapsed manifolds with a uniform lower Ricci
curvature bound (see e.g. [11]) hold on general RCD∗(K,N) spaces.
Now we continuous to introduce the main ideas in the proof of Theorem 1.2.
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Suppose (Mn, g) is a manifold with nonnegative Ricci curvature and maximal volume
growth, from the theory in [10] [11], if ri → ∞, then up to a subsequence, (M,p, gi =
r−2i g) convergence in the measured Gromov-Hausdorff sense to some metric measure space
(M∞, p∞, ρ∞, ν∞) such that (M∞, p∞, ρ∞) is a metric cone (C(X), p∞, dC(X)), and ν∞ is
a multiple of the Hausdorff measure Hn.
It is unclear whether the induced metric measure structure onX, denoted by (X, dX ,mX),
is a Ricci-limit space. However, from [33], we know (X, dX ,mX) is a RCD
∗(n − 2, n − 1)
space. This enable us to apply the RCD theory to (X, dX ,mX). More precisely, in a
recent work [4], Ambrosio, Honda and Tewodrose find a sufficient and necessary condition
for Weyl’s law for eigenvalues of Neumann problem on a RCD∗(K,N) space. The proof of
Weyl’s law in [4] is mainly based on the structure theory of RCD∗(K,N) spaces (see [42]
[34] [17] [27]) as well as the study of short-time behavior of the heat kernel on RCD∗(K,N)
spaces. By the structure theory of Cheeger and Colding on C(X), we know (X, dX ,mX)
satisfies the criterion in [4], hence Weyl’s law holds on (X, dX ,mX). See Section 2 for
details.
On the other hand, on the conic space (C(X), dC(X), ν∞), any harmonic function has
a very beautiful form, and the eigenfunctions for Neumann problem on (X, dX ,mX) are
closely related to the harmonic functions on C(X). Furthermore, the sum of roots of eigen-
values for Neumann problem on (X, dX ,mX) has an interesting property, see Proposition
3.7. These enable us to make use of Weyl’s law on (X, dX ,mX) to obtain information on
harmonic function on C(X). See Sections 3 and 5 for details.
Thus, in order to finish the proof of Theorem 1.2, the remaining problem is to choose
suitable scales to blow down the manifold so that at the same time some information on
Hd(M) can pass to the limit. This is done in Section 4. We remark that in this step,
we use some results on convergence of functions (especially harmonic functions) defined
on domain of different spaces. When these spaces are manifolds with a uniform Ricci
curvature lower bound, some results are obtained in [18], [46], [28] etc. The more recent
researches in [26], [49], [3] etc. show that similar results holds when these spaces are
general RCD∗(K,N) spaces.
Combining the arguments from Sections 2 to 5 we can finish the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Finally, we remark that the assumption on the uniqueness of tangent cone at infinity is
because of technical reasons. See Remark 5.2 for discussions.
Acknowledgments. The author would like to thank Prof. B.-L. Chen, H.-C. Zhang and
X.-P. Zhu and Dr. Y. Jiang for helpful discussions. The author is partially supported by
NSFC 11521101.
2. Properties of tangent cones at infinity
Following Definition 5.1 in [33], we use the terminology of (0, N)-cones throughout this
paper :
Definition 2.1 ((0, N)-cones). Suppose (X, dX ,mX) is a metric measure space with diam(X) ≤
π, the (0, N)-cone over (X, dX ,mX) is a metric measure space (C(X), dC(X),mC(X)) such
that:
• C(X) = X × [0,∞)/(X × {0});
• (C(X), dC(X)) is a metric cone with
dC(X)((x1, t1), (x2, t2)) =
√
t21 + t
2
2 − 2t1t2 cos(dX(x1, x2))
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for (x1, t1), (x2, t2) ∈ C(X);
• mC(X) = t
Ndt⊗mX .
Obviously, the map Φ : X × (0,∞) → C(X) is locally bi-Lipschitz. More precisely,
given two positive numbers s < r, Φ|X×(r−s,r+s) is a (1 ± Ψ(s; r))-bi-Lipschitz map onto
its image, here X × (r− s, r+ s) is equipped with the product metric, and Ψ(s; r) means
a nonnegative function such that when r is fixed, we have lims→0Ψ(s; r) = 0.
For the definition and a quick introduction of properties of RCD∗(K,N) spaces, there
are many references, see e.g. Section 2 in [42].
Let (Xi, xi, di,mi), i ∈ N, be a sequence of pointed metric measure spaces, we say
(Xi, xi, di,mi) converges to (X∞, x∞, d∞,m∞) in the pointed measured Gromov-Hausdorff
(pmGH for short) sense if there are sequences Ri ↑ +∞, ǫi ↓ 0 and Borel maps ϕi : Xi →
X∞ such that
(1) ϕi(xi) = x∞;
(2) |di(x, y)− d∞(ϕi(x), ϕi(y))| < ǫi for any i and all x, y ∈ Bxi(Ri);
(3) the ǫi-neighbourhood of ϕi(Bxi(Ri)) contains Bx∞(Ri − ǫi);
(4) for any f ∈ Cb(X∞) with bounded support it holds limn→∞
∫
f◦ϕidmi =
∫
fdm∞.
When all the (Xi, xi, di,mi) satisfy a uniformly doubling condition, the pmGH conver-
gence is equivalent to the pointed measured Gromov convergence introduced in [26]. See
[26] for a detailed study of these notions.
Suppose (Mn, g) is a complete Riemannian manifold with nonnegative Ricci curvature.
Let ρ be the distance determined by g, µ be the volume element determined by g. We can
define (Mi, p, ρi, νi), where Mi is the same differential manifold as M
n, p is a fixed point
on Mi = M
n, ρi is the distance determined by the rescaled metric gi = r
−2
i g, ri → ∞,
and νi is the renormalized measure defined by
νi(A) :=
1
µi(B
(i)
p (1))
µi(A),
where A ⊂ Mi, and µi is the volume element determined by gi. Then by Gromov’s
compactness theorem and Theorem 1.6 in [11], up to a subsequence, (Mi, p, ρi, νi) converges
to some (M∞, p∞, ρ∞, ν∞) in the pmGH sense. (M∞, p∞, ρ∞) is called a tangent cone at
infinity of M . In general, the tangent cones at infinity may not unique.
Suppose in addition (Mn, g) has maximal volume growth:
α := lim
r→∞
µ(Bp(r))
rn
> 0.(2.1)
From the theory in [10] [11] etc., in this case (M∞, p∞, ρ∞, ν∞) has many strong properties.
Firstly, by Theorem 7.6 in [10], (M∞, p∞, ρ∞) is a metric cone, i.e. (M∞, p∞, ρ∞) =
(C(X), p∞, dC(X)), where (X, dX ) is a compact metric space with diam(X) ≤ π.
Secondly, by Theorem 5.9 in [11], dimHM∞ = n (in this paper dimH means the Haus-
dorff dimension), and for any R > 0 and Mi ∋ qi
dGH−−−→ z ∈M∞, we have
lim
i→∞
µi(B
(i)
qi (R)) = H
n(Bz(R)).(2.2)
By (2.1) and (2.2) we have
Hn(Bp∞(1)) = lim
i→∞
µi(B
(i)
p (1)) = limri→∞
µ(Bp(ri))
rni
= α,(2.3)
and the limit renormalized measure satisfies ν∞ =
1
αH
n.
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Note that dimHX = n− 1. Furthermore, H
n satisfies a co-area formula on C(X), that
is, for any Ω ⊂⊂ C(X),
Hn(Ω) =
∫ ∞
0
sn−1ds
∫
X
χ(Ωs)dH
n−1,(2.4)
where Ωs = {x ∈ X | z = (x, s) ∈ Ω}. See Proposition 7.6 in [29] for a proof. By (2.3)
and (2.4), it is easy to see
Hn−1(X) = nα.(2.5)
Define the measure mX :=
1
αH
n−1 on X, then it is easy to see (M∞, p∞, ρ∞, ν∞) is a
(0, n − 1)-cone over (X, dX ,mX).
In the next, we use the RCD theory to study (M∞, p∞, ρ∞, ν∞) = (C(X), dC(X),mC(X))
and (X, dX ,mX).
Obviously, (M∞, p∞, ρ∞, ν∞) is an RCD
∗(0, n) space. Thus by Corollary 1.3 of [33],
we further know that the cross section (X, dX ,mX) is an RCD
∗(n − 2, n − 1) space.
In particular, we know (X, dX ,mX) satisfies a volume doubling property and Poincare´
inequality (in fact, to derive these two properties on (X, dX ,mX), we can also use the
arguments in [18] to avoid the use of the RCD property).
Let ∆X be the Laplacian operator on (X, dX ,mX). Let 0 = λ0 < λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ . . . be the
eigenvalues of ∆X , {ϕi(x)}
∞
i=0 be the corresponding eigenfunctions, i.e.
−∆Xϕi(x) = λiϕi(x).(2.6)
We require
∫
X |ϕi|
2dmX = 1, and
∫
X ϕiϕjdmX = 0 for every i 6= j. Note that λi → ∞
and {ϕi(x)}
∞
i=0 spans L
2(X,mX ), which can be derived from a standard argument basing
on a Rellich-type Compactness Theorem. Every ϕi always has a Lipschitz representative
in the corresponding Sobolev class (see [32]). In the remaining part of this paper, the ϕi’s
are always required to be Lipschitz.
Recently, Weyl’s law on RCD∗(K,N) spaces has been studied. In [4], Ambrosio, Honda
and Tewodrose gives a sufficient and necessary condition for the Weyl’s law for eigenvalues
of Neumann problem on compact RCD∗(K,N) spaces, see Theorem 4.3 in [4]. (See [49]
for Weyl’s law for eigenvalues of Dirichlet problem on RCD∗(K,N) spaces.) Before we
give a statement of Weyl’s law, we first introduce some notion and background knowledge.
Definition 2.2. The k-dimensional regular set Rk of an RCD
∗(K,N) space (X, d,m) is
the set of points x ∈ suppm such that
(X, r−1d,
1
m(Bx(r))
m,x)
pmGH
−−−−→ (Rk, dRk ,
1
ωk
Hk, 0k)
as r → 0+.
We remark that the definition of the regular set in Definition 2.2 is a bit different from
that of Mondino and Naber (see [42]). However, the two definitions are equivalent, see
Remark 3.5 in [4]. Thus, by [42], the following structure theorem holds.
Theorem 2.3 (see [42]). Let (X, d,m) be an RCD∗(K,N) space with K ∈ R and N ∈
(1,∞). Then
m(X \
[N ]⋃
k=1
Rk) = 0.
Moreover, for any sufficiently small ǫ, we can cover each Rk, up to an m-negligible subset,
by a countable collection of sets {Uk,lǫ }l such that each U
k,l
ǫ is (1+ǫ)-biLipschitz to a subset
of Rk.
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As in [4], we have the following definitions.
Definition 2.4. Suppose (X, d,m) is an RCD∗(K,N) space. dimd,m(X) is defined to be
the largest integer k such that Rk has positive m-measure. For any positive integer k,
R∗k ⊂ Rk is defined to be
R∗k :=
{
x ∈ Rk
∣∣∃ lim
r→0+
m(Bx(r))
ωkrk
∈ (0,∞)
}
.
On a compact RCD∗(K,N) space (X, d,m), we consider the Neumann eigenvalue prob-
lems, and let 0 = λ0 < λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ . . . be the eigenvalues counted with multiplicity.
Let
N(X,d,m)(λ) := #{i ∈ N
+|λi ≤ λ}
be the counting function.
The following theorem is a special case of Weyl’s law obtained from [4]:
Theorem 2.5 (see Corollary 4.4 in [4]). Let (X, d,m) be a compact RCD∗(K,N) space
with K ∈ R and N ∈ (1,∞), and let k = dimd,mX. Suppose k = N , then we have
lim
λ→∞
N(X,d,m)(λ)
λ
k
2
=
ωk
(2π)k
Hk(R∗k) <∞.(2.7)
In the following, we will apply Theorem 2.5 to the RCD∗(n−2, n−1) space (X, dX ,mX),
where X is the cross section of a tangent cone at infinity of (M,g) as in the beginning of
this section. In view of Weyl’s law in the form of (2.7), the most important point is to
understand k = dimdX ,mXX and R
∗
k.
We will apply the structure theory of Cheeger and Colding on the Ricci-limit space
(M∞, p∞, ρ∞, ν∞) = (C(X), dC(X),mC(X)) to get information on the structure of (X, dX ,mX).
Recall that in Definition 0.1 of [11], a point y ∈ C(X) is called k-regular if every tangent
cone at y is isometric to Rk. Let R˜k be the set of k-regular points on C(X). Here we
note that even though in the definition of [11], at a k-regular points, the limit measure on
R
k is not stated, but from the arguments in Proposition 1.35 of [11], we can easily prove
that the limit measure on the tangent cone Rk is just a multiple of the standard Hausdorff
measure. Thus when restricted to the Ricci-limit spaces, the k-regular points in the sense
of [42] (see Definition 2.2) coincides with the ones in [11].
Proposition 2.6. Suppose (C(X), dC(X),mC(X)) is a tangent cone at infinity of a man-
ifold (Mn, g) with nonnegative Ricci curvature satisfying (2.1). Then for the RCD∗(n −
2, n − 1) space (X, dX ,mX), we have dimdX ,mXX = n − 1 and H
n−1(X \ R∗n−1) = 0. In
particular, the following Weyl’s law holds:
lim
λ→∞
N(X,dX ,mX)(λ)
λ
n−1
2
=
ωn−1
(2π)n−1
Hn−1(X) =
nωn−1α
(2π)n−1
.(2.8)
Proof. We use Rk to denote the set of k-regular points of (X, dX ,mX), and use R˜k to
denote the set of k-regular points of (C(X), dC(X),mC(X)).
Since (C(X), dC(X),mC(X)) is the Gromov-Hausdorff limit of a sequence of non-collapsed
manifolds (Mi, p, ρi, νi), from the results in [11], we have mC(X)(C(X) \ R˜n) = 0 (see also
[16] for a more general result which even holds in collapsed case).
Denote by S ′ = X \ Rn−1, then for any x ∈ S
′, there exists a sequence of ri ↓ 0 such
that
(X, r−1i dX ,
1
mX(Bx(ri))
mX , x)
pmGH
−−−−→ (Y, dY , ν
Y , y)
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such that (Y, dY , ν
Y , y) is not isomorphic to the Euclidean space (Rn−1, dRn−1 ,
1
ωn−1
Hn−1, 0n−1).
Let x′ := (x, 1) ∈ C(X). It is easy to see
(C(X), r−1i dC(X),
1
mC(X)(Bx′(ri))
mC(X), x
′)
pmGH
−−−−→ (Y, dY , ν
Y , y)⊗ (R1, dR1 , c¯H
1, 01),
where c¯ is a constant to ensure the measure in the limit measure take value 1 on the
geodesic ball of radius 1 around (y, 01). It is easy to check (Y, dY , ν
Y , y)⊗(R1, dR1 , c¯H
1, 01)
is not isomorphic to (Rn, dRn ,
1
ωn
Hn, 0n). Thus S
′ × {1} ⊂ C(X) \ R˜n, and by the cone
structure, (S ′ × [0,∞)/S ′ × {0}) ⊂ C(X) \ R˜n.
Suppose mX(S
′) = 1αH
n−1(S ′) > 0, then from the co-area formula (2.4), we have
Hn(S ′ × [1, 2]) > 0. This contradicts to the fact that Hn(C(X) \ R˜n) = 0.
Thus mX(X \ Rn−1) = 0. This shows dimdX ,mXX = n − 1. By Theorem 4.1 of [4],
it holds mX(Rn−1 \ R
∗
n−1) = 0. Now we have mX(X \ R
∗
n−1) = 0, hence H
n−1(X) =
Hn−1(R∗n−1).
Finally, by (2.7) and (2.5), we obtain (2.8). The proof is completed. 
Remark 2.7. It is well known that (2.8) is equivalent to
lim
i→∞
λi
i
2
n−1
=
(2π)2
(nωn−1α)
2
n−1
,(2.9)
where λi is the i-th Neumann eigenvalue (counted with multiplicity) on (X, dX ,mX).
3. Harmonic functions on cones
We study harmonic functions on cones in this section. Even though what we need in
this paper are results on cone-liked Ricci-limit spaces, we obtain results in the general
setting of RCD spaces here. More precisely, in this section we consider the following
setting. Suppose (X, dX ,mX) is a RCD
∗(n − 2, n − 1) space, (C(X), dC(X),mC(X)) is a
(0, n − 1)-cone over (X, dX ,mX), hence a RCD
∗(0, n) space. Denote by p∞ the vertex of
C(X), and by Bp∞(R) the open geodesic balls of radius R centred at p∞. Let ∆X be
the Laplacian operator on (X, dX ,mX). Let 0 = λ0 < λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ . . . be the Neumann
eigenvalues of ∆X , {ϕi(x)}
∞
i=0 be the corresponding eigenfunctions, i.e.
−∆Xϕi(x) = λiϕi(x).(3.1)
Furthermore, we require that {ϕi(x)}
∞
i=0 forms a L
2(X,mX)-orthonormal basis and each
ϕi is Lipschitz.
For calculus in general metric spaces, the readers can refer to [2] [9] [24] etc.
We study harmonic functions on (C(X), dC(X),mC(X)) in this section. A function u
defined on an open set U ⊂ C(X) is called harmonic if u ∈W 1,2loc (U) and∫
U
〈Du,Dv〉 = 0
for any Lipschitz function v with supp(v) ⊂⊂ U . Here 〈D·,D·〉 : W 1,2loc (U) ×W
1,2
loc (U) →
L1loc(U) means the symmetric bilinear map defined by 〈Df,Dg〉 := limǫ↓0
|D(f+ǫg)|2−|Df |2
2ǫ
for any f, g ∈W 1,2loc (U) (here |Df | is the minimal weak upper gradient of f), see [2] [24].
Given a function f : C(X) → R and x ∈ X we denote by f (x) : R+ → R the function
given by f (x)(r) := f(x, r). Similarly, for r ∈ R+ we denote by f (r) : X → R the function
given by f (r)(x) := f(x, r). For any f ∈W 1,2(C(X)), we have
(i): f (x) ∈W 1,2(R+, rn−1L1) holds for mX-a.e. x ∈ X;
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(ii): f (r) ∈W 1,2(X,mX) holds for r
n−1L1-a.e. r ∈ R+;
(iii): |Df |2(x, r) = 1
r2
|DXf
(r)|2(x) + |DRf
(x)|2(r) for mC(X)-a.e. (x, r).
Similar results holds for more general warped products spaces, and the assumption that
X is a RCD space is in fact redundant, see [25].
In the case that u is a harmonic function defined on open set U ⊂ C(X), from [32],
|Du| ∈ L∞loc(U), and thus u always has a locally Lipschitz representative. In the remaining
part of this paper, when we talk about a harmonic function u, we always mean the locally
Lipschitz representative of it. From Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 3.2 below, we know that
along the r direction, |Du| has better regularity.
In the remaining part of this section, let’s fix a R > 0 (R may be +∞). Without loss
of generality, we assume R > 1.
Theorem 3.1. If u is a harmonic function defined on Bp∞(R) ⊂ C(X) with u(p∞) = 0,
then
u(x, r) =
∞∑
i=1
cir
αiϕi(x),(3.2)
where the convergence in (3.2) is pointwise uniformly on any compact set of Bp∞(R)
and also in W 1,2loc (Bp∞(R)) sense. In (3.2), λi and ϕi are defined in (3.1), and λi =
αi(n+ αi − 2), αi > 0; ci are constants and satisfy
∞∑
i=1
αic
2
i r
2αi <∞(3.3)
for any r ∈ (0, R). In particular, cir
αi → 0 as i→∞.
We remark that (3.2) is known to experts, and similar results have been appeared in
many papers, see [13], [29], [47], [31] etc. We provide a detailed proof here, one reason is
that there is no a proof on general RCD space in other reference, another reason is that
some facts in the proof is useful in our proof of Proposition 3.2.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Firstly, we can prove that for αi, ϕi (i ≥ 0) with λi = αi(αi+n−2)
and −∆Xϕi(x) = λiϕi(x), a function of the form u(x, r) = r
αiϕi(x) is harmonic on C(X).
This can be easily checked by the definitions and the cone structure of C(X). We omit
the details, see (3.4) for similar calculations.
For any s ∈ (0, R), let H¯(s) denote the space of Lipschitz functions v defined on Bp∞(s)
such that v(p∞) = 0, v|Bp∞ (s) ∈W
1,2(Bp∞(s)) is harmonic. Let vk(x, r) = r
αkϕk(x), then
for any k ≥ 1, vk belongs to H¯
(s).
It is easy to see that the bilinear form E˜s defined by
E˜s(u, v) =
∫
Bp∞ (s)
〈Du,Dv〉dmC(X)
is an inner product on H¯(s).
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For any v ∈ H¯(s) and vk (k ≥ 1), we have
E˜s(vk, v)
(3.4)
=
∫
Bp∞(s)
〈D(rαkϕk(x)),Dv(x, r)〉dmC(X)
=
∫
Bp∞(s)
(
〈αkr
αk−1ϕk(x)DRr,DRv(x, r)〉+
1
r2
〈rαkDXϕk(x),DXv(x, r)〉
)
dmC(X)
=
∫ s
0
rn−1dr
∫
X
(
〈αkr
αk−1ϕk(x)DRr,DRv(x, r)〉 +
1
r2
〈rαkDXϕk(x),DXv(x, r)〉
)
dmX
=
∫ s
0
αkr
αk+n−2dr
∫
X
ϕk(x)
∂
∂r
v(x, r)dmX +
∫ s
0
rn+αk−3dr
∫
X
〈DXϕk(x),DXv(x, r)〉dmX
=
∫ s
0
αkr
αk+n−2dr
d
dr
(∫
X
ϕk(x)v(x, r)dmX
)
+
∫ s
0
rn+αk−3dr
∫
X
λkϕk(x)v(x, r)dmX
=
(
αkr
αk+n−2
∫
X
ϕk(x)v(x, r)dmX
)∣∣∣∣
r=s
r=0
−
∫ s
0
αk(αk + n− 2)r
αk+n−3dr
∫
X
ϕk(x)v(x, r)dmX
+
∫ s
0
rn+αk−3dr
∫
X
λkϕk(x)v(x, r)dmX
=αks
αk+n−2
∫
X
ϕk(x)v(x, s)dmX ,
where in the last equality we use n ≥ 2 and αk > 0.
In particular, for vi, vj with i, j ≥ 1, we have
E˜s(vi, vj) = αis
2αi+n−2δij ,(3.5)
this means that { 1
α
1
2
i s
αi+
n
2 −1
vi}i≥1 is an orthonormal sequence with respect to the inner
product E˜s.
Thus by Bessel’s inequality, for any v ∈ H¯(s), we have∫
Bp∞(s)
|Dv|2dmC(X) ≥
∞∑
i=1
(
1
α
1
2
i s
αi+
n
2
−1
E˜s(vi, v)
)2
(3.6)
=
∞∑
i=1
αis
n−2
(∫
X
ϕi(x)v(x, s)dmX
)2
.
Now suppose u is a harmonic function defined on Bp∞(R) ⊂ C(X) with u(p∞) = 0.
For any s ∈ (0, R), we consider u(s)(·) = u(·, s). By the spectral theorem, u(s)(x) =∑∞
i=0 c˜
(s)
i ϕi(x) holds in L
2(X,mX)-sense, where c˜
(s)
i =
∫
X u
(s)(x)ϕi(x)dmX for every i ≥ 0.
By Parseval’s identity, we have
∞∑
i=0
(c˜
(s)
i )
2 = |u(s)|2L2(X) <∞.(3.7)
Since the restriction of u on Bp∞(s) belongs to H¯
(s), (3.6) means
∞∑
i=1
αi(c˜
(s)
i )
2sn−2 ≤
∫
Bp∞(s)
|Du|2dmC(X) <∞.(3.8)
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For any k ∈ Z+, let uk(x, r) =
∑k
i=0 c˜
(s)
i (
1
s )
αirαiϕi(x). Then for any pair of integers
k < l, it is easy to check
∫
Bp∞ (s)
|D(uk − ul)|
2dmC(X) =
l∑
i=k+1
(c˜
(s)
i )
2αis
n−2,(3.9)
and ∫
Bp∞(s)
|uk − ul|
2dmC(X) =
∫
Bp∞(s)
|
l∑
i=k+1
c˜
(s)
i (
r
s
)αiϕi(x)|
2dmC(X)(3.10)
=
∫ s
0
rn−1dr
l∑
i=k+1
(c˜
(s)
i )
2
(
r
s
)2αi
≤
l∑
i=k+1
(c˜
(s)
i )
2 1
n
sn.
From (3.7), (3.8), (3.9) and (3.10), it is easy to see that {uk} is a Cauchy sequence with
respect to the W 1,2(Bp∞(s)) norm, thus there is a limit u˜ ∈W
1,2(Bp∞(s)).
Then one can easily prove that u˜ is harmonic in Bp∞(s).
Furthermore, since |uk|L2(Bp∞ (s)) has a upper bound independent of k, by Theorem
1.1 of [32], |Duk|L∞(Bp∞(r)) has a upper bound independent of k for every r ∈ (0, s).
Note that all uk are continuous functions, by Arzela`-Ascoli Theorem, uk converge point-
wise uniformly on any compact subset of Bp∞(s) to a continuous function u¯(x, r) =∑∞
i=0 c˜
(s)
i (
1
s )
αirαiϕi(x), which is a locally Lipschitz representative of u˜.
By an argument similar to P. 273-P. 275 in [22], one can prove that u−u¯ ∈W 1,20 (Bp∞(s)).
Since u − u¯ is a harmonic function on Bp∞(s), by the maximum principle (see Theorem
7.17 in [9]), we know u and u¯ coincide on Bp∞(s). Since u¯(p) = u(p) = 0, we have c˜
(s)
0 = 0.
Recall that in the spectral theorem, the Fourier coefficients of a L2-function with respect
to the base {ϕi} are uniquely determined. Hence one can easily prove that c˜
(s)
i (
1
s )
αi is
independent of the choice of s ∈ (0, R) (we omit the details here), and we can denote
ci = c˜
(s)
i (
1
s )
αi . Finally, (3.3) follows by (3.8). 
Let H¯ ⊂ W 1,2(Bp∞(R)) ∩ C(Bp∞(R)) be the space of harmonic functions u such that
u(p∞) = 0. A function of the form u(x, r) = r
αiϕi(x) (for i ≥ 1) belongs to H¯. From
Theorem 3.1, it is easy to see that, for any r ∈ (0, R), the bilinear form E˜r defined by
E˜r(u, v) =
∫
Bp∞ (r)
〈Du,Dv〉dmC(X)(3.11)
is an inner product on H¯.
For any u, v ∈ H¯, since E˜r(u, v) is absolutely continuous with respect to r,
d
ds
∣∣
s=r
E˜s(u, v)
is well-defined for a.e. r ∈ (0, R). In fact, from the cone structure and Theorem 3.1, we
have the following stronger result:
Proposition 3.2. For any u, v ∈ H¯, suppose u(x, r) =
∑∞
i=1 cir
αiϕi(x) and v(x, r) =∑∞
i=1 c¯ir
αiϕi(x) as in Theorem 3.1, then
E˜r(u, v) =
∞∑
i=1
cic¯iαir
2αi+n−2.(3.12)
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Furthermore, E˜r(u, v) is a C
1-function with respect to r ∈ (0, R), and
d
ds
∣∣∣∣
s=r
E˜s(u, v) =
∞∑
i=1
cic¯i(α
2
i + λi)r
2αi+n−3(3.13)
for any r ∈ (0, R).
Remark 3.3. From the proof of Proposition 3.2, we obtain that, for any u ∈ H¯ such that
u(x, r) =
∑∞
i=1 cir
αiϕi(x) as in Theorem 3.1, then
∞∑
i=1
c2i (α
2
i + λi)r
2αi <∞(3.14)
holds for any r ∈ (0, R).
Proof of Proposition 3.2. We prove the case u = v ∈ H¯.
Firstly, suppose u is a function of the form u(x, r) =
∑k
i=1 cir
αiϕi(x), then from the
calculations similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1, we have
∫
Bp∞(s)
|Du|2dmC(X) =
∫ s
0
[ k∑
i=1
c2i (α
2
i + λi)r
2αi+n−3
]
dr(3.15)
=
k∑
i=1
c2iαis
2αi+n−2,
and
d
ds
∣∣∣∣
s=r
E˜s(u, u) =
k∑
i=1
c2i (α
2
i + λi)r
2αi+n−3.(3.16)
Now we consider the case of general u ∈ H¯. Let u(x, r) =
∑∞
i=1 cir
αiϕi(x) as in The-
orem 3.1. For any integer k, let uk : Bp∞(R) → R be functions defined by uk(x, r) =∑k
i=1 cir
αiϕi(x); let ak : (0, R) → R be functions defined by ak(r) =
∑k
i=1 c
2
i (α
2
i +
λi)r
2αi+n−3.
For any interval I = (0, t1] ⊂ (0, R), we fix a t < R such that t > t1.
Suppose r ∈ I. For any pair of sufficiently large positive integers k, l with k < l, we
have
|ak(r)− al(r)| =
l∑
i=k+1
c2i (α
2
i + λi)r
2αi+n−3(3.17)
= rn−3
l∑
i=k+1
(
cit
αi
)2
(α2i + λi)
(
r
t
)2αi
≤ rn−3
∞∑
d=⌊αk+1⌋
∑
d−1<αi≤d
(
cit
αi
)2
(α2i + λi)
(
r
t
)2αi
(1)
≤ Crn−3
∞∑
d=⌊αk+1⌋
[
d2
∑
d−1<αi≤d
(
r
t
)2d−2]
(2)
≤ Crn−3
∞∑
d=⌊αk+1⌋
dn+1
(
r
t
)2d−2
,
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where in the equality (1), we use the fact that α2i + λi = αi(2αi + n − 2) ≤ 3d
2 for
d− 1 < αi ≤ d and i large and the fact that cit
αi → 0 as i → ∞; while in the inequality
(2), we use the fact that the number of i’s such that αi ≤ d is bounded from above
by Cdn−1 for some constant C = C(n). The later fact can be proved as follows: since
{vi(x, r) = r
αiϕi(x)}i≥1 are linear independent harmonic functions on C(X), the number
of i such that αi ≤ d is bounded from above by dim(Hd(C(X))), while dim(Hd(C(X))) is
bounded from above by Cdn−1 (see e.g. [14], [36], [30]).
Note that
∞∑
d=⌊αk+1⌋
dn+1
(
r
t
)2d−2
→ 0
uniformly for r ∈ I as k → ∞. Thus as k → ∞, ak(r) converges uniformly on I to some
continuous function a(r) =
∑∞
i=1 c
2
i (α
2
i + λi)r
2αi+n−3.
By (3.16), we have dds
∣∣
s=r
E˜s(uk, uk) = ak(r). In addition, by Theorem 3.1, E˜s(uk, uk)→
E˜s(u, u) holds for any s ∈ I. Thus we have
d
ds
∣∣∣∣
s=r
E˜s(u, u) = a(r).(3.18)
By the arbitrariness of I, (3.18) holds for any r ∈ (0, R).
Finally, the general case when u, v ∈ H¯ can easily done by polarization. The proof is
completed. 
Remark 3.4. For u ∈ H¯ such that u(x, r) =
∑∞
i=1 cir
αiϕi(x) as in Theorem 3.1, then
similar to the arguments as above, for any r ∈ (0, R), we have∫
X
u(r)(x)2dmX =
∞∑
i=1
c2i r
2αi ,(3.19)
∫
X
|DXu
(r)(x)|2dmX =
∞∑
i=1
c2i r
2αiλi.(3.20)
The proof of the following lemma can be found in [37]:
Lemma 3.5 (Lemma 1.2 in [37]). Let V be a k-dimensional subspace of a vector space W .
Assume that W is endowed with an inner product L and a bilinear form Φ. Then for any
given linearly independent set of vectors {w1, . . . , wk−1} ⊂W , there exists an orthonormal
basis {v1, . . . , vk} of V with respect to L such that Φ(vi, wj) = 0 for all 1 ≤ j < i ≤ k.
Let H˜ be a k-dimensional subspace of H¯. By Lemma 3.5, for any r ∈ (0, R), we can
always find {v1, . . . , vk} such that they form an E˜r-orthonormal base of H˜ and∫
X
v
(r)
i (x)ϕj(x)dmX = 0
for all 1 ≤ j < i ≤ k. Then by the min-max principle, we have
λi
∫
X
v
(r)
i (x)
2dmX ≤
∫
X
|DXv
(r)
i (x)|
2dmX(3.21)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. For any 1 ≤ i ≤ k, suppose vi(x, r) =
∑∞
j=1 ci,jr
αjϕj(x) as in Theorem 3.1,
then by (3.19), (3.20) and (3.21), we have
λi
∞∑
j=1
c2i,jr
2αj ≤
∞∑
j=1
c2i,jr
2αjλj.(3.22)
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For 1 ≤ i ≤ k, by (3.12), (3.22) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have
λ
1
2
i = λ
1
2
i E˜r(vi, vi) = λ
1
2
i r
n−2
∞∑
j=1
c2i,jαjr
2αj(3.23)
≤
rn−2
2
[
λi
∞∑
j=1
c2i,jr
2αj +
∞∑
j=1
c2i,jα
2
jr
2αj
]
≤
rn−2
2
[ ∞∑
j=1
c2i,jλjr
2αj +
∞∑
j=1
c2i,jα
2
jr
2αj
]
=
1
2
∞∑
j=1
c2i,jr
2αj+n−2(λj + α
2
j ).
Summing up (3.23) for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and by Proposition 3.2, we have
k∑
i=1
λ
1
2
i ≤
r
2
k∑
i=1
d
ds
∣∣∣∣
s=r
E˜s(vi, vi).(3.24)
For s, t ∈ (0, R), let detsE˜t be the determinant of E˜t with respect to E˜s on H˜.
Lemma 3.6. The function s 7→ ln det1E˜s is C
1 in (0, R). Furthermore, suppose {v1, . . . , vk}
is an E˜r-orthonormal base of H˜, then
d
ds
∣∣∣∣
s=r
ln det1E˜s =
k∑
i=1
d
ds
∣∣∣∣
s=r
E˜s(vi, vi).(3.25)
Proof. The conclusion that the function s 7→ ln det1E˜s is C
1 is obvious from the definitions
and Proposition 3.2. Thus we only need to prove (3.25).
From Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 3.2, it is easy to see that the right hand side of
(3.25) is independent of the choice of the E˜r-orthonormal bases of H˜.
Suppose {v1, . . . , vk} is an E˜r-orthonormal base of H˜ that diagonalizes E˜1. Suppose
E˜1(vi, vj) = δijµi for µi > 0. For any s ∈ (0, R), let {h
(s)
ij }i,j be the matrix given by
h
(s)
ij = E˜s(vi, vj), then
ln det1E˜s = ln det(h
(s)
ij )− ln
( k∏
i=1
µi
)
.
Let c
(s)
ij be the cofactors of h
(s)
ij . Note that c
(r)
ij = δij . By Proposition 3.2, h
(s)
ij and c
(s)
ij are
C1-functions. Hence
d
ds
∣∣∣∣
s=r
ln det1E˜s =
d
ds
∣∣∣∣
s=r
ln det(h
(s)
i,j ) =
d
ds
∣∣∣∣
s=r
ln
k∑
j=1
h
(s)
1j c
(s)
1j(3.26)
=
d
ds
∣∣∣∣
s=r
h
(s)
11 +
d
ds
∣∣∣∣
s=r
c
(s)
11 .
By induction, we have
d
ds
∣∣∣∣
s=r
ln det1E˜s =
k∑
i=1
d
ds
∣∣∣∣
s=r
h
(s)
ii ,(3.27)
i.e. (3.25) holds. 
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By (3.24) and Lemma 3.6, we have
Proposition 3.7. Let H˜ be a k-dimensional subspace of H¯, then
k∑
i=1
λ
1
2
i ≤
r
2
d
ds
∣∣∣∣
s=r
ln det1E˜s(3.28)
holds for every r ∈ (0, R).
4. Taking limits
From now on, let τ and δ be fixed sufficiently small positive numbers, and A be a fixed
large number. At the end of Section 5, τ and δ will eventually converge to 0 while A
converging to ∞.
Suppose (Mn, g) is a complete manifold with nonnegative Ricci curvature and satisfies
(2.1), where µ is the volume element determined by g. Let ρ be the distance determined
by g, p be a fixed point on M , and denote by Bp(r) = {x ∈M | ρ(x, p) < r}. We assume
(Mn, g) has a unique tangent cone at infinity, which is denoted by (M∞, p∞, ρ∞, ν∞) =
(C(X), dC(X),mC(X)). For any integer d ≥ 1, let
Hd(M) = {u ∈ C
∞(M) | ∆u = 0, u(p) = 0, |u(x)| ≤ C(ρ(x)d + 1) for some C},
and hd := dimHd(M).
Take k0 = h0 = 0. For any positive integer i, let ki = hi − hi−1.
By Cheng-Yau’s gradient estimate, for any u ∈ Hd(M), we always have
|∇u|(x) ≤ C(ρ(x)d−1 + 1)(4.1)
for some positive constant C which depends on u.
For any r > 0, let Er be the inner product of Hd(M) given by
Er(u, v) =
∫
Bp(r)
〈∇u,∇v〉dµ.
For each positive integer d, by induction we can decompose the space Hd(M) with
respect to the inner product E1 into a direct sum
Hd(M) = K
1 ⊕ . . .⊕Kd,
so that each Ki is a subspace of Hd(M) consisting of harmonic functions of growth order
not grater than i but larger than i− 1. Note that dimension of Ki is ki.
For s, t > 0, let detsEt be the determinant of Et with respect to Es. Define g(r) :=
det1Er.
Let {v1, . . . , vhd} be an E1-orthonormal base of Hd(M) such that {vhi−1+1, . . . , vhi} is
an E1-orthonormal base of K
i, then we have
det1Er = det(Er(vi, vj)) =
∑
σ∈Shd
(
sgn(σ)
hd∏
i=1
Er(vi, vσ(i))
)
(4.2)
≤ C
hd∏
i=1
∫
Bp(r)
〈Dvi,Dvi〉dµ ≤ C(1 + r
∑d
i=1(2i+n−2)ki),
where C are constants depending only on Hd(M) andM . In (4.2), we use Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality in the first inequality, and use (4.1) and the volume comparison theorem in the
second inequality. In conclusion, the function g(r) is positive, nondecreasing and satisfies
g(r) ≤ C(1 + rs)
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with
s =
d∑
i=1
(2i+ n− 2)ki.
The proof of the following lemma can be found in [12]:
Lemma 4.1 (Lemma 3.1 in [12]). Suppose f1, . . . , fl are nonnegative nondecreasing func-
tions defined on (0,∞) such that none of the fi vanishes identically, and there are d,K > 0
such that fi(r) ≤ K(r
d + 1) for all i. Then for every Ω > 1, k ≤ l and any C > Ω
ld
l−k+1 ,
there exist k of these functions fa1 , . . . , fak and infinitely many integers m such that
fai(Ω
m+1) ≤ Cfai(Ω
m)
for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
In Lemma 4.1, take k = l = 1, f1 = g, by the above properties of g, if we take
Ω = β := 1+ 1d , C = β
s+1, then we have g(βmi+1) ≤ βs+1g(βmi) for a sequence of positive
numbers {mi}i∈N+ with mi →∞. For every i, let Ri = β
mi , then we have
g(βRi) ≤ β
s+1g(Ri).(4.3)
For fixed i, let {u1, . . . , uhd} be an ERi-orthonormal base of Hd(M) that diagonalizes
EβRi , and let
J :=
{
1 ≤ j ≤ hd
∣∣EβRi(uj, uj) ≤ β
A(s+1)
hd
}
.(4.4)
Because
βs+1 ≥
hd∏
j=1
EβRi(uj , uj) =
∏
j∈J
EβRi(uj , uj) ·
∏
j /∈J
EβRi(uj , uj) ≥ β
A(s+1)
hd
(hd−#J),
we have
#J ≥ hd
A− 1
A
.
Take
k = hd
A− 1
A
,(4.5)
and choose a subset J ′ of J such that #J ′ = k, let
H¯i := span{uj}j∈J ′ .
Without loss of generality, we assume J ′ = {1, 2, . . . , k}.
Let u ∈ H¯i with u = Σ
k
j=1bjuj, then for any r ∈ [Ri, βRi], we have
Er(u, u) ≥ ERi(u, u) =
k∑
j=1
b2jERi(uj , uj)(4.6)
≥
k∑
j=1
b2jβ
−A(s+1)
hd EβRi(uj , uj) = β
−A(s+1)
hd EβRi(u, u).
Take ri = (1 +
1−τ
d )Ri, and gi = r
−2
i g. As i → ∞, there is a subsequence of {ri} (still
denoted by {ri}) such that (Mi, p, ρi, νi) = (M,p, gi) converge to (M∞, p∞, ρ∞, ν∞) =
(C(X), p∞, dC(X),mC(X)) in the pmGH sense.
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Take
t1 =
d
d+ 1− τ
,(4.7)
t2 =
d+ 1
d+ 1− τ
,(4.8)
t3 =
1
2
(t2 + 1) =
2d+ 2− τ
2d+ 2− 2τ
.(4.9)
Denote by B
(i)
p (r) = {x ∈ Mi | ρi(x, p) < r}, Bp∞(r) = {x ∈ C(X) | dC(X)(x, p∞) <
r}. For any r > 0, let E
(i)
r be the inner product of Hd(Mi) given by E
(i)
r (u, v) =∫
B
(i)
p (r)
〈∇(i)u,∇(i)v〉dνi.
For any u ∈ H¯i, define u
(i) : B
(i)
p (t2)→ R by
u(i)(x) =
(µ(Bp(ri)))
1
2
ri(Eri(u, u))
1
2
u(x).(4.10)
Then u(i) is a harmonic function satisfying
E
(i)
1 (u
(i), u(i)) = 1,(4.11)
E
(i)
t2 (u
(i), u(i)) ≤ β
A(s+1)
hd .(4.12)
By (4.12) and Li-Schoen’s mean-value inequality (see [38]), we have
sup
B
(i)
p (t3)
|∇(i)u(i)| ≤ C(n, t2, α)β
A(s+1)
2hd .(4.13)
Since u(i)(p) = 0, we have
sup
B
(i)
p (t3)
|u(i)| ≤ C(n, t2, α)β
A(s+1)
2hd .(4.14)
Note that the classical Arzela`-Ascoli Theorem can be generalized to functions living
on different spaces, see e.g. Definition 2.11 and Proposition 2.12 in [42]. Thus up to a
subsequence, u(i) converge pointwise and uniformly on any compact set K ⊂⊂ Bp∞(t3) to
some function u(∞) defined on Bp∞(t3). Since every u
(i) is a harmonic function, by [28]
(see also [46] [18]), u(∞) is a harmonic function on Bp∞(t3).
For harmonic functions defined on Bp∞(t3), we use E˜r to denote the inner product
defined as in (3.11) (here we take R = t3, r ∈ (0, R)).
Recall the following theorem:
Theorem 4.2 ([28], see also [18] and [46]). Suppose (Mi, p, ρi, νi) converge to (M∞, p∞, ρ∞, ν∞)
in the pmGH sense. Suppose fi, gi are harmonic functions defined on B
(i)
p (R) ⊂Mi for ev-
ery i. Suppose fi → f∞ and gi → g∞ uniformly on any compact subset K ⊂⊂ Bp∞(R) ⊂
M∞, where f∞, g∞ are harmonic functions defined on Bp∞(R), then we have
lim
i→∞
∫
B
(i)
p (r)
|∇(i)fi|
2dνi =
∫
Bp∞ (r)
|Df∞|
2dν∞,
lim
i→∞
∫
B
(i)
p (r)
〈∇(i)fi,∇
(i)gi〉dνi =
∫
Bp∞ (r)
〈Df∞,Dg∞〉dν∞
for any r ∈ (0, R).
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We remark that when the (Mi, p, ρi, νi) and (M∞, p∞, ρ∞, ν∞) are general RCD
∗(K,N)
spaces, there are also theory on convergence of functions defined on (Mi, p, ρi, νi). Except
for the notion of pointwise convergence, there are other notions of convergence such as
L2-weak convergence and L2-strong convergence, see e.g. [26]. For suitable family of
functions, the above notions of convergence may be equivalent, see e.g. Proposition 3.2 in
[4]. Theorem 4.2 can be generalized to the RCD∗(K,N) setting, see e.g. Theorem 4.4 in
[3] (see also Corollary 3.3 in [49]).
By (4.11), (4.12) and Theorem 4.2, we have
E˜1(u
(∞), u(∞)) = 1,(4.15)
and
E˜r(u
(∞), u(∞)) ≤ β
A(s+1)
hd(4.16)
for every r ∈ (0, t3).
Suppose we have another function v ∈ H¯i, such that
Eri(u, v) = 0,
we define v(i) : B
(i)
p (t2)→ R similar to (4.10), then up to a subsequence, v
(i) converge to a
harmonic function v(∞) defined on Bp∞(t3) satisfying properties similar to (4.15) (4.16).
Furthermore, by Theorem 4.2, we have
E˜1(u
(∞), v(∞)) = 0.(4.17)
Thus u(∞) and v(∞) are orthonormal to each other with respect to the inner product E˜1.
For every i, on H¯i we choose an ERi-orthonormal base which also diagonalizes Eri , and
then from the above process, we obtain E˜1-orthonormal harmonic functions {u
(∞)
1 , . . . , u
(∞)
k }
defined on Bp∞(t3). Furthermore, by Theorem 4.2, we have
E˜t1(u
(∞)
i′ , u
(∞)
j′ ) = 0
for i′ 6= j′. Denoted by H˜ = span{u
(∞)
1 , . . . , u
(∞)
k }.
For s, t ∈ (0, t3), we consider the determinant detsE˜t on H˜ as in Section 3. Thus from
the definition, Theorem 4.2 and (4.3), it is easy to see
dett1E˜1 =
k∏
m=1
E˜1(u
(∞)
m , u
(∞)
m )
E˜t1(u
(∞)
m , u
(∞)
m )
= lim
i→∞
detRiEri
∣∣H¯i(4.18)
≤ lim
i→∞
detRiEβRi ≤ β
s+1.
By Lemma 3.6, the function s 7→ ln det1E˜s is C
1. By the mean value theorem there is
an r ∈ [t1, 1] such that
d
ds
∣∣∣∣
s=r
ln det1E˜s =
ln det1E˜1 − ln det1E˜t1
1− t1
(4.19)
=
ln dett1E˜1
1− t1
≤
(s + 1) ln β
1− t1
,
where we use (4.18) in the last inequality.
By Proposition 3.7 and (4.19), we have
k∑
i=1
λ
1
2
i ≤
r(s+ 1) ln β
2(1 − t1)
≤
(s+ 1) ln(1 + 1d)
2(1− t1)
.(4.20)
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5. Complete the proofs
In [19], it is proved that suppose (Mn, g) is a Riemannian manifold with nonnegative
Ricci curvature and maximal volume growth, and suppose that M has a unique tangent
cone at infinity, then hd(M) ≥ Cd
n−1 for some constant C depending on n and α; see
Theorem 0.1 of [19]. During the proof of [19], the author in fact obtain the following more
stronger result (see also Theorem 1.2 of [31] for a more general result which may hold in
some collapsed cases):
Theorem 5.1 (See [19] and [31]). Assume that (Mn, g) is a complete Riemannian man-
ifold with nonnegative Ricci curvature and satisfies (2.1). Assume that M has a unique
tangent cone at infinity, which is denoted by (C(X), dC(X),mC(X)). Let 0 = λ0 < λ1 ≤
λ2 ≤ . . . be the Neumann eigenvalues on the cross section (X, dX ,mX). Let N(X,dX ,mX)
be the counting function. Then given any d > 0 such that d(d + n− 2) > λ1, we have
hd ≥ N(X,dX ,mX)(d(d+ n− 2)− ǫ)− 1(5.1)
for any ǫ > 0.
We will complete the proof of Theorem 1.2 in this section. In the proof, we always
assume d is sufficiently large. Since k = hd
A−1
A , k is a large number. Furthermore, note
that
s =
d∑
i=1
(2i+ n− 2)ki ≥ nhd ≥ Cd
n−1,(5.2)
hence s is also a large number.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. We first prove
lim sup
d→∞
d−n
d∑
i=1
hi−1 ≤
2α
n!ωn
.(5.3)
For any integer d, taking limit (blow down the manifold) as in Section 4. Then we apply
Proposition 2.6 to the tangent cone at infinity (C(X), dC(X),mC(X), p∞). By Weyl’s law
we know (2.9) holds, thus for every small ξ > 0, there exists i0 (here we remark that i0
depends on X and ξ) such that for any i ≥ i0, we have
λ
1
2
i ≥ (1− ξ)C
1
n−1
1 i
1
n−1 (nα)−
1
n−1 ,(5.4)
where
C1 :=
(2π)n−1
ωn−1
=
n!ωn
2
.
On the other hand, it is easy to check
k∑
i=i0
i
1
n−1 ≥
n− 1
n
(k
n
n−1 − i
n
n−1
0 ).
Hence
k∑
i=1
λ
1
2
i ≥ (1− ξ)
n− 1
n
C
1
n−1
1 (nα)
− 1
n−1 (k
n
n−1 − i
n
n−1
0 ).(5.5)
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Since 1− t1 =
1−τ
d+1−τ and s ≥ Cd
n−1, for any given small δ > 0,
(s+ 1) ln(1 + 1d)
2(1− t1)
≤
s
2
(
1
1− τ
+ δ)(5.6)
holds for d sufficiently large, thus by (4.20),
k∑
i=1
λ
1
2
i ≤
s
2
(
1
1− τ
+ δ)(5.7)
for d sufficiently large.
Thus from (5.7) and (5.5), there is a positive constant C2 depending on n, ξ, i0, α such
that
(1− ξ)
n− 1
n
C
1
n−1
1 (nα)
− 1
n−1 k
n
n−1 ≤ C2 +
s
2
(
1
1− τ
+ δ)(5.8)
=C2 + (
1
1− τ
+ δ)
d∑
i=1
(i+
n
2
− 1)ki.
Note that ki = hi − hi−1, we have
d∑
i=1
(i+
n
2
− 1)ki = hd(
n
2
− 1) +
d∑
i=1
i(hi − hi−1)(5.9)
= hd(
n
2
− 1) + dhd −
d∑
i=1
hi−1.
By (5.8), (5.9) and (4.5), we have
(
1
1− τ
+ δ)
d∑
i=1
hi−1 ≤ C2 + (
1
1− τ
+ δ)(
n
2
− 1 + d)hd(5.10)
−(1− ξ)
n− 1
n
C
1
n−1
1 (nα)
− 1
n−1
(
A− 1
A
) n
n−1
h
n
n−1
d .
Suppose F1, F2 are positive constants. It is easy to prove that the function F : R→ R
defined by F (h) = F1h−
n−1
n F2h
n
n−1 has a unique maximum point h =
(
F1
F2
)n−1
, and the
maximum value is
Fn1
nFn−12
.
Take F1 = (
1
1−τ + δ)(
n
2 − 1 + d), F2 = (1− ξ)C
1
n−1
1 (nα)
− 1
n−1
(
A−1
A
) n
n−1 and consider the
right hand side of (5.10) as a function of hd, we obtain
(
1
1− τ
+ δ)
d∑
i=1
hi−1 ≤ C2 +
( 11−τ + δ)
n(n2 − 1 + d)
n
(1− ξ)n−1C1α−1
(
A−1
A
)n .(5.11)
Multiply both sides of (5.11) by d−n, and then let d→∞, we have
(
1
1− τ
+ δ) lim sup
d→∞
d−n
d∑
i=1
hi−1 ≤
( 11−τ + δ)
n
(1− ξ)n−1C1α−1
(
A−1
A
)n .(5.12)
Let ξ → 0, τ → 0, δ → 0, A→∞, we obtain (5.3).
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On the other hand, from Theorem 5.1 and Proposition 2.8, for any small ǫ > 0, there
exists d0 such that for any d ≥ d0,
hd ≥ N(X,dX ,mX)(d(d + n− 2)− ǫ)− 1(5.13)
≥N(X,dX ,mX)(d
2) ≥ dn−1
(
2α
(n− 1)!ωn
− ǫ
)
.
Thus
d∑
i=1
hi−1 ≥
(
2α
(n− 1)!ωn
− ǫ
)[d−1∑
i=1
in−1 − C(d0)
]
(5.14)
=
(
2α
(n− 1)!ωn
− ǫ
)[
1
n
n−1∑
j=0
(−1)j
(
n
j
)
Bj(d− 1)
n−j − C(d0)
]
=
(
2α
(n− 1)!ωn
− ǫ
)[
1
n
dn + o(dn)
]
,
where we use Faulhaber’s formula in the first equality, and Bj are Bernoulli numbers.
Multiply both sides of (5.14) by d−n, and let d→∞, we have
lim inf
d→∞
d−n
d∑
i=1
hi−1 ≥
2α
n!ωn
−
ǫ
n
.
By the arbitrariness of ǫ, and (5.3), we obtain (1.1).
In the next we prove (1.2).
Note that we already have
lim inf
d→∞
d1−nhd ≥
2α
(n− 1)!ωn
by Theorem 5.1 and Proposition 2.8.
Assume
lim inf
d→∞
d1−nhd >
2α
(n − 1)!ωn
.
Then there exist ǫ > 0 and d0 ∈ Z
+ such that
hd >
(
2α
(n− 1)!ωn
+ ǫ
)
dn−1
for any d ≥ d0. Hence
d∑
i=1
hi−1 ≥
(
2α
(n− 1)!ωn
+ ǫ
) d−1∑
i=1
in−1 −C(d0, α, ǫ)(5.15)
=
(
2α
(n− 1)!ωn
+ ǫ
)[
1
n
dn + o(dn)
]
,
where the last equality can be derived from Faulhaber’s formula. Multiply both sides of
(5.15) by d−n, and let d→∞, we have
lim inf
d→∞
d−n
d∑
i=1
hi−1 ≥
2α
n!ωn
+
ǫ
n
,
which contradicts to (1.1).
The proof is completed. 
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Proof of Corollary 1.3. It is well known that (1) and (2) hold on Euclidean space, see
Appendix B in [35] for a detailed proof. On the other hand, if (1) or (2) holds, then
from (1.1), (1.2) and the volume comparison theorem, (Mn, g) must be isometric to the
Euclidean space. 
Remark 5.2. We remark that, in the proof of Theorem 1.2, the i0 (such that (5.4) holds
for any i ≥ i0) depends on ξ and the cross section X. On the other hand, if we do not
assume the tangent cone at infinity is unique, the tangent cone at infinity C(X) depends
on d and other parameters used to blow down the manifold, thus in this case we cannot
obtain (5.12) directly by letting d→∞. This is one of the reasons why in Theorem 1.2 we
assume the tangent cone at infinity is unique. The other reason is that we use Theorem
5.1, whose proof also make use of the uniqueness of the tangent cone at infinity. In fact, it
is an open question whether there exists a nontrivial polynomial growth harmonic function
on a manifold with nonnegative Ricci curvature and maximal volume growth. It is also an
interesting question whether the conclusion in Theorem 1.2 holds without the assumption
on uniqueness of tangent cone at infinity.
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